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EDITORIAL

This may well be about the worst typed Newsletter since those far-gone days of
the early 1960's when even the typing was done by the EditorJ My faithful typist
is enforcedly absent for some weeks and I am thrown bock to doing the chores myselfl
There are no prizes for picking out which she typed and which wore done by me - and
that includes this editoriall

It is not a bad thing to occasiona:ly have one's complaancy shaken, to be jolted
out of the nice comfortable rut into which one has restfully sunk - and that happened
to me a few weeks ago. For age3 people have been writing in complimentary things
about the Newsletter, praising this feature or that item - with just the odd moan
about something or other that a particular reader did not like. For some perverse
reason I usually print these derogatory remarks so that none of you are in ignorance
of them. A letter arrived one day from a character in Djakarta of all places, who
cancelled his subscription because of 'the steady decline in the quality of the
magazine over the past three years'. That shook me, because I thought that it was
improving but then I got to thinking and it dawned on me that I had got into a rut!
For some years the Newsletter has featured much the same standard articles and items
because most people seemed to like them and I thought that they were quite reasonable.
However, the time has come for a change and so new ideas have been buzzing through my
mind and some of them, but not all at once, are going to be featured in our pages
within a month or so.

It may be that a feature will vanish that was one of your favourties, but it will
be replaced with something that, in my considered opinion, will more than amply take
it's place. For example, my complaining correspondent said that 'Firing Into The Brour
was a mere hotchpotch and meant nothing - so it is going to be replaced with a really
new feature, written by myself, and called 'TALKING OF WARGAMING...• It will be a
sort of lucky-dip of items pertaining to wargaming in its widest sense and I hope it
will be not only interesting but also valuable. Also, I have approached some of the
best-known wargamers in the world, asking them if they oould like to have the freedom
of the Newsletter by editing their own page each month. We should get some really
novel, diverse and valuable opinions by this means. There are other ideas that will
come to fruition in due course and it is anticipated that the Newsletter will benefit
considerably from this influx of new blood and fresh ideas.

Do YOU have anything in mind? Any items you hate and wish to have eliminated or
something fresh in its place? Remember, it ha3 ~ot to be a practical proposition and
perhaps more than anything else, it must not thr>w too much additional work on the
3ditor - particularly as he may have to even type the thing himself for a whilej

DUN FSATHHHSTONE .

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD

£2.10p in the United Kingdomt Overseas £2.?5p (#-,.70 in U.S.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING HATES IN ?HI.: MAGAZINE

Full page ... £6.00 (#16.00). Quarter Pa.;e ... C1.50p (04.00).
Half page ... £5.00 (08.00). 2i"hth page ... 75p (02.00).

Classified oilvearts lp (2 cents) per word.



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

The old i'urco-;;gyptian Army was knocked to pieces
bi Lord .iolseley at fel-el-1'.ebir, and the Mahdi ground
'.he fragments to powder. Out of the nothing which
remained, fourteen years of British leadership had
sufficed to build up an army able to fight foot for
foot with their British comrades and capable of hold
ing their own with the hitherto dreaded Dervishes. It
was said, that in the old days we used to be surpris
ed and to fight in square, now we surprised the enemy
and attacked in line. After each victory over the Jervishes, the most desirable of
the prisoners und deserters were enlisted, to their great content, in one black
b.-.ttalion or other, where British sergeant-instructors taught these ex-Dervishes to
shoot. Kany of the black soldiers had fought against us in the past with the same
energy and enjoyment as they now exhibited in the British service. They wore brown
jerseys, sand coloured trousers and dark blue putties. Over the tarboosh the Egyp
tians h-d a cover which hunj; i.own behind over the nape of the neck but the blacks
needed no such protection from their native sun and used plaited-straw round the
tarboosh, bearing a badge whose colour varied with the various battalions. They were
armed with the Martini rifle, -he cavalry were all Egyptians, recruited mostly from
tne r'uyum Oasis. -'heir homes were stout, hardy beasts of thirteen hands or so that
got through an amazing amount of work; the men were said to be a little heavy in the
saddle. They carried lance or sabre and a Hartini carbine.

00O00

Durin,; the First ./orlu ,/ar there were occasions when British Infantry carried as
much as 88 lb. and they '.ere not all long service soldiers. Probably the reductio ad

bsurdura of '..eight carried took place in algeria in 1956-1957 when French infantry
''loaded themselves down so that they became roflfcd bound."

00O00

It was in 18^2 that the flint-lock - the old "Brown "ess" of innumerable glories,
iiad a new kind of smooth-bore issued in its stead; and in those days a man was con
sidered a first-class shot if he struck the target with it at a hundred yards. Old
•:oldiers moaned for Lhe passing of th : faithful "Brown Bess" of thsir youth but their
objections were more than drowned by the delight with which infantry and cavalrymen
alike welcomed their new weapons, For the first time in the history of the Army, the
calibre of musketc;, carbines and rifles was the same so that one pattern of ammunition
served for all.

00O00

At iiovara in 1513 three columns of pikemen in echelon, after a clever feint to
mask th c-ir real intention, had made havoc of the French cavalry. The .Jwiss pressed
on their victory as far as Jijon before they were bought off for a very large sum.
;'he Florentine historian Guicciardini wrote:

•"•ever did the iwiss nation make a :'iner resolve a few against many, with
out horsemen or field pieces to attack an array so admirably provided with both. I'.any
have ventured, considering the courage, to reckon this deed of ours more highly than
most of the memorable actions recorded of the Romans."

i.ovara was the last major victory of massed pikemen.

00O00

Before the advent of mechanization the mobility of any army depended to a very
great degree on the use of horses and mules, and, as regards the fighting capacity
of the cavalry, for so many years the masters of the battlefield, on the horse. Al
though it is possible for a man to ride and fight mounted without a saddle and even
without a bridle - the IJumidian horse archers of the days „of the Roman Empire did
both - it is not possible to develop the shock action of cavalry to the fullest ex
tent unless the men have the secure seat on their mounts which only a saddle with
sunnorts for the feet of the rider can give. The introduction of a pad, on which
the"man sat, which was securely fastened on the horse by a band of some soft material
going under the belly and two more going one round the chest and one under the tail,
gave a fairly secure seat, and the addition of loops of leather, wood or metal hung
from the pad by thongs into which the feet fitted, allowed the horseman to use his
weapons, lance, sword, battle-axe or mace as freely as if he was on the ground.



EQUIPPING A WARCAMES ROOM

by

J. L. (Slim) Humford

Having equipped two war-
games rooms of my own I feel
others could benefit from my
experience. Most people have
small choice in the size and ____
shape of room. Usually they
feel lucky to wring an attic
or boxroom from the female
inhabitants of the house. When looking for a house I worked out I needed one with a
room at least 10 x 12 feet spare. Settling finally on an old terrace house aa I dis
cover most modern homes have only small rooms. My fiancee had some ideas about
making the selected room the best bedroom or some such. Keeping my priorities right
I am now the bachelor owner of a 12 x 15 feet wargames room 10 feet high.

My first room was under the roof of my parents bungalow which I still use when
there on holiday. Having no windows one is likely to get frozen in winter and baked
in summer. A hot and cold fan heater mitigates this to a certain extent. On the
other side it is remarkably dust free and the slope of the roof made it easy to rig
up a chicken wire mesh to hang aircraft from. The table was suspended on chains and
braced rigid by a few strategic struts. I do not recommend this as the chains get in
the way. The table 10 x 5Jy feet was in fact five 2 foot wide sections bolted to
gether. Thi3 was to make it portable although in fact it has never been moved. Any
way the practise of organising this set up and observing the set ups of others caused
me to give some thought to wargame3 furnishing long before owning a house of my own.

Most wargamers get a room smaller than ideal and thus careful planning is needed
so as not to waste space. First table size and how it is to be situated. From ex
perience I felt the ideal size for all periods would be 8 x 6 feet although 6x5
feet would do quite well. The extra length of my 10 foot table was seldom utilised
whilst the 5^ foot width was awkward for setting up from maps. Some thought must be
given to placing the table in relation to sources of heating and light. To be com
fortable the playing area on each side of a table should be 2 feet at least. To walk
round the side 18 inches is adequate although one can squeeze through less. I have
seen hinged counter type table end3 which lift for access. These will do at a pinch.
For height Donald Featherstone Physiotherapist recommended 3 feet 6 inches; which is
what my first table was, to save too much bending over. I feel this is just two
inches too high although the players own height must be considered for personal con-
fort. Normal tables are only 30 inches high being designed for use in the sitting
position. Most wargamers 3tand when in action and anyway the higher the table the
more room underneath it for storage space.

Storage space and working/playing space requires careful planning if the usual
overflowing junkheap is to be avoided. Ideally all troops, vehicles and scenery
should be stored on dust proof shelves for easy access. Space should be provided
for reserves, casualties, paperwork and cups of tea, etc.,likely to make their appear
ance in the room. Other possible furnishings could include bookcases and a work
bench for painting and modelling.

IX LT[ ]_ J

J

So much for theory, let me describe my set up 33 it is in practise. The table
was made in four units. Three were simple open ended box cabinets 4' x 2' x 2'4"
made out of :?" chipboard screwed to 2" x 2" deal corner battens. The fourth was the
top unit 8' x 6' x 1'. This had the playing surface and underneath a shelf for re
serves, casualties, etc. The shelf was divided into four by the planks supporting
the top and to improve the lighting all the insidea were painted white. The top and
shelf were of hardboard on 2" x 1" frames. Despite efforts to prepare and paint the
hardboard before pinning it to the frame a very slight warping iB noticeable. Al
though more expensive blockboard would be better and it would lessen the amount of
framing required. Incidently it will be impossible for me to take the top section
of the table out of the house complete, it is too big. It rests on the row of
cabinet3 held only by its own weight, and overhanging them by a foot all round. For
smaller tables a six inch overhang i3 quite sufficient to provide foot room, but
since two feet is about the farthest one can grope into a shelf from either end,
there was no point in making the cabinets longer than four feet. As they stand the

Continued on page 5«
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

A WARCAKJR'S GAUDYLOO by Robert W. Jone3

There is the old* tale of the wily Turk, Hashid, who was called upon by two of
his friends to settle a civil case between them in a mock trial. The first friend
presented his case and Hashid exclaimed, "You're right!" The second friend hurriedly
stated his case to which Hashid eagerly responded, "You're right!" An exasperated
bystander turned to Hashid and angrily yelled, "They both can't be right!" Hashid
calmly turned to the man and said, "Yes, you are right too."

Hashid might have much to say to contemporary wargamers. One must realise that,
when it comes to History and its interpretation on the wargame board, everyone is
right. They are not right because all rules are equally well researched or written,
but because the "rightnese" of a set of rules lies in the perception of each wargamer.
It is a case of opinion. Since the ego of the average wargamer is closely bound up
with the rules he is presently using, all too often an attack on the gameability,
historicity, or "funness" of a set of rules is construed by the author of the rules
as a personal attack on his intelligence and ability. What wargaming needs to develop
is an attitude similar to the professions of Medicine, Science, or Law. In the
journals of these professions, ideas and theories are presented, defended, and
criticised in order to inform their readers of new thought in the field. They let
the readership vei-.;h the validity of the arguments. Arguments are not bad; they can,
and do, promote change and advancement. The essential thing is to speak to the ideas
not Ad Hominum or to petty details that do not affect the central is3ue. Too many
warvners are in the position of damning the doctor for the size of the bill, for
getting all the time that he saved your life!

True, too many wargamers have not learned the tools of their "trade". The fact
that many gamers have limited abilities at research into their historical period; not
knowing a primary from a secondary source, or whether a certain document can be
trusted for its information, has led to many accepted truths that are on the level of
Old Wives Tales. The imperfect grasp of mathematics evidenced in many rules leads
one to wonder how many wargamers know how to convert data to the table-top. Why
should a six mean a hit at 100 metres, and not a five and a six? What are the methods
and data used in making this decision? All too often the rule is made in a completely
arbitrary "seat of the pants" way. Just as patriotism has been described as the last
refuge of a scoundrel, perhaps "fun-gaming" is the last refuge of the gamer that is
not willing or able to do the research or math that is required. This does not mean
that any rules a fun-gamer writes are wrong. In his own eyes he believes his rules
are "right". Don't bother to try to dissuade him from this sense of Tightness. He
won't even understand what you are discussing, if he did he wouldn't be playing the
rules he has developed. They make him happy, so....

BUT, we should not let this sort of thinking force the likes of Bob Cory, Bob
O'lirien or D.S.Clark to feel guilty for "rocking the boat". If new and useful idea.-;
are introduced into wargaming, people like this will do it. If sophistication in ploy
is ever to let at least some wargamers advance beyond the H.G.WELLS "Roll-A-Six"
level, these "idea" men will be holding the standard.

Incidentally, I think the argument of "realism" versus "fun" or "playability" is
a straw man erected by the more conservative element in the hob y. With the develop
ment of new tools and"math concepts, it is entirely possible to have both!

A century ago, a farmer could not till more than a few acres; now with the proper
tools, some of which are complex in construction but simple to use (the tractor) he
can easily till hundreds of acres in less time. Similar breakthroughs are possible
in wargaming. George Lord's Circular Calculator idea, icosahedron dice, math-tested
result, grids, and some original research into primary documents for new historical
information ore all areas for exploration. If some gamers are not oriented in this
direction, fine, no problem, but they should not imagine that their games "gain" from
ignoring the innovative voices in the wilderness. They are indeed losing opportuni
ties to develop new approaches to playability, reality and fun.

This is not to say that I agree with all that the Wargamers Research Group are



doing, as a matter of fact, I have several reservations. However, their approach is
laudable and should be studied. Bob Cory'3 point that proper and intelligent study
will find its reward on the wargames table is nothing more than the age old adage
that study-and work pay off! How many wargames have we all attended where the
loudest complainer is the ;uy who just couldn't be bothered to look the rules over
before the game started. Laziness in command ha3 its rewards too, defeat! D. S.
Clark's observation that "superman" provisions in a set of rules are suspect, 3hould
be heeded by all wargamers. The differences between a grenadier and a lino infantry
man were in degree, not in nature. Too often "Nntion-1 Differences" should be lobled
"National Predjudices". In Britain, I am sure that the Thin Red Line is given over
much compensation by many. In France, the column of attack becomes a super-weapon.
In America, Morgan's Rifles often have a firepower more akin to a World War II
machine-gun company than a Revolutionary War command. It is hard, particularly for
us Anglo-Saxons, to admit that a man is basically a man ... is basically a man ...
is basically a man.

I am sure that some readers are feeling somewhat put upon, but, remembering
Hashid's Tale, I declare, "You're right too!"

Continued fron 1-3.-0 3.

cabinets have 72 square feet of shelf space. More could be provided and for tighter
packing of troops drawers or sliding shelves could be used.

Scenery is the great space robber and those who favour large scenic sections to
cover the table completely have a big problem storing them. The top of my table is
painted mat green and I have 2x4' hardboard overlays the same colour. These last
are for campaign bottles, (mainly World War II) when on attacker gets a reasonable
force within 15" of the far side of the table he can demand to "shift" two feet
farther. The scenery i3 removed from his rear areas and the rest pushed back two
feet. The next two feet can then be set on the table from the map. To assist set
ting up scenery from wargames maps I have a black and white chequered beading gradu
ated every six inches around the edge of the table. Still to materialise yet is the
netting for aircraft. When it does I hope to be able to suspend a light curtain from
it for preparing quick action battles as per Tony Bath. An alternative would be
movable screens but not so good if hills and houses are in the way. Perhaps screens
with a small curtain along the bottom and supported on wire stands would be the
answer.

For more storage I have constructed two stands of shelves two feet by four feet
and seven feet high. I find an aperture of 9" between shelves satisfactory. This
could be reduced if the shelves were narrower. To combat the accumulation of duct I

have no carpets and fibre glass curtains. The fronts of the shelves are protected
by transparent polythene sheets. To facilitate movement from shelves to table and
back I find it a good idea to put the troops on small hardboard trays.

One more thing I need, someone to bring cups of tea, shout "dinners ready" at
convenient intervals in the fighting. Ah well back to the drawing board.

Continued from page 6,

adaptation. 1'he regulations for the Cavalry were printed in 1695-7. -hose for the
infantry were not quite ready at the time of the outbreak of the ;-re-t l.orthern .iar
of 1700-1, going into print in 1701.

The basis of Swedish tactics remained the attack with armes blanches, the cold
steel of the sword, the pike, the bayonet. i'here was a deliberte sacrifice of fire
power both for Infantry and Cavalry. ..'hen in battle-formation on a line of four row:
the two backmost rows fired once at forty metres distance from the enemy, the two
front ones, "when they saw the white of their eyes"; then attack proper with the
'cold steel' began. The soldiers were taught to disregard enemy fire with the help
of a religiously inspired fatalism ('God would not let one be killed till one's
appointed hour had come'). Their own contempt for fire-power, which was at this
period inaccurate and consumed time in reloading, gave Swedish tactics their strong
dynamic impetus. Constant practice in marching and wheeling, the drums beating out
the orders, had speeded up infantry movements and made the foot-soldier a pliable
instrument for the brains of those who planned the battles; constant practice in the
change of front within the squares of the Cavalry-line, where the officers were so
stationed that they always formed the front line whichever way the square faced, had
given the Swedish Cavalry a speed and cohesion unrivalled on the Continent at this
time.



EXTRACT FROM "CHARLES XII OF S-VEDEI!"

By Dr. •'.,':. Hat ton

(Compiled by Dick Tennant)

Mobilisation ... each regiment was scheduled to
cover three Swedish miles a day, resting every third
day. Along routes which would permit a steady march
with no competition between them for roads or lodg
ings. The individual soldier, on receiving his march
ing orders, left the small homestead where he was
maintained by a given group of farmers - a rota -
who provided him with house and land, with uniform
and boots as well as pay. To join the 1^9 soldiers
from the sane or neighbouring parishes who formed
the non-commi6sioned officer in charge. Two of these units then merged at a pre
arranged place to form a Company (Kompani) led by a lieutenant; four companies con
verged along their different routes to make up a battalion under a captain; finally
the two battalions which made up the regiment met at the appointed time at a given
rendezvous, usually the largest town in the county or province from which the regi
ment took its name. Here the Colonel took charge. Non-commissioned and commissioned
officers lived on "Crown-farms" within the County. The local ties between soldiers,
officers and district were strong, building on the age-old tradition, far older than
t.ie owedish sixteenth-century state, of men from the same valley joining in the de
fence of home and farm. (Note: Both infantry and cavalry regiments had a double
complement of officers below Colonel'.". rank so that replacement of casualties should
not even temporarily break the local bonds).

The Company met once a month for exercise: the .;egiments once a year for a
fortnight for more intense training. Cavalry regiments were, after Charles XI's re
forms, recruited in the sane way as the Infantry Reg ments, but since the equipment
of a cavalryman with his horse was more expensive than the fitting out of a foot
soldier, larger farms or bigger groups of small farms were held responsible for a
cavalryman each. The basic unit of the cavalry regiment, the Squadron (Skvadron)
was slightly smaller than the Korporalskap - 100 to 125 men to the 150 of the infan
try basic unit - .-.o that a Cavalry (egiment on full strength counted 800 to 1,000
as against the 1,200 of an Infantry Regiment.

At the Regimental meeting place equipment and arms were inspected and the ad
ministration of the Regiment sprang into life: the Comnissariat collecting and dis
tributing the food, each Company having three covered carts for the transportation
of stores; the Field-Hospital service with the ,;egimental Surgeon, his three assist
ants (Gesellcn) and other helpers and his wagon with the big chests fall of instru
ments and smaller ones full of medicines; the Auditor Branch, with its responsibili
ty for correspondence and contact with the Central Authorities, sending in the
necessary reports as to men and equipment, being the ever-watchful eye of the Army
Organisation. The Colonel was in charge of all operational correspondence, in close
contact with the High Command by letter or oral orders from the King.

Sweden had not been unaffected by the minor revolution in tactics and
drills necessitated in all European armies towards the end of the seventeenth
century because of the improvement in firearms (principally by the introduction of
flintlocks as opposed to wheel-locks) and the adoption of the bayonet instead of the
pike. The Swedish Army did not abandon its pikeman, as did many Continental armies,
but the flintlock and the bayonet were also introduced (the flintlock, because of
the difficulty of manufacture in sufficient numbers, rather more slowly than the
b yonet). The greater soeed in firing necessitated modifications of methods of de
fence and attack. Once the exoerts with their mathematical calculations had evolveu
the necessary changes, both in the evolutions of the cavalry and in the different
groupings in depth and line for the infantry, new drills were put on paper and
exercised when Company and -legiment were together.

The experimental work, the testing and discarding or retaining of ideas from
abroad, took place in the 1680's and early ';0's; the Battalion larger than 600 men
was rejected, the adoption of "Chevaux de Prise" in defence was discontinued as not
suitable to Swedish conditions or temperament, but the pattern of firing called
"Plutoner" and "Jaroner" had been adopted. From 1695 onwards the new drills and
regulations were committed from drafts, which had undergone many changes during
practice periods, to print, signalling the end of the phase of modification and

continued on page 5.

unit called a Korporalskap after



NORMAN NEWTON LIMITED

PROUDLY ANNOUNCE

A BREAKTHROUGH
IN

'STADDEN' MINIATURES

30mm and 54mm range now available at the
newly introduced lowest prices ever.

Regardless of where you live a personal visit to
Tradition to see our wonderful range

would pay for itself.

Sorry no list available

30MM WARGAHES FIGURES

INFANTRY - lOp each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS - 20p each

CAVALRY - 60p each

TRADITION 188PICCADILLY LONDON Wl
Telephone: 01-734 1152
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WHAT MAKES V WABGAMEB TICK?

by

Bill Mell

up a lot! Ihve even moved the T.V. into the other room so as to b. ft its
"off-puUing' influence, now I have to make the effort to watch it - mainly old
films.

campaign such as ^i-Sorcets or the forthcoaia* War ^XT^lnhZ'^ion''
the enclosed board game is worth at least £1. Aaxso It iB a sort of
a very matey magazine covering games of all kinds mit not "Sure-* i

».»v to the table-top, I think we here hsve just .bout re.ohea complete ..«•-
ft-JT-S S. £S| we^oe e„J 1, ---J-** fS .» oi eT«fJSL
it works,

you don't

6

Warrior
metal miniatures

ANCIENTS

Send 5p for catalogue

G.R.Seton

23 Grove Road
Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

NSW 25mm WARGAMS FIGURES

Al 1 Indian Archer with bamboo bow.
Al 2 Indian with spear and shield.
AR 12 Roman Aux. in wolfskin with shield and spears
AR 13 Roman Legionary throwing Pylum.
G 9 Greek Archer.
G 10 Iloplite advancing with sword and shield.

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

EC 30 Officer with Halberd.
EC 31 Standard Bearer - soft hat.
ECC15 Dragoon - capable of being a foot figure.

FOOT - 6p. CAVALRY - 14p. CANNON - 25p.
Postage: Orders under £5 add 10$. Over £5 free.
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THE ARMIES OF 1815

cy

SPRINGWOOD MODELS

Each kit contains 48 figures to 00 and HO scale; 12 of each British, French)
Prussian and Russian Line Privates in marching position. With each kit there
is also the following.

Details of the organisation of the regiments of these armies.
Details of the colours and standards, including 8 Prussian and 9 Russian.
Full painting instructions, consisting of 26 uniform illustrations, with

descriptions in text covering conversions for officers and NCO's. This also
includes British Rifle Regiments and Russian Grenadiers. The text allows for
the figures to be painted to over 25 different regiments.

ALL OF THIS IS IN FULL COLOUR J J1

Important Note - those figures are moulded in POLYSTYRENE Plastic, a material
which carves easily without leaving a hairy, feathered edge and it can be stuck
using polystyrene cement. Therefor, the ideal figure for conversions.

PRICE - 29p per kit - only from.- OXFORD MODEL CENTRE,
inc.'SOLDIER CENTRE'

94, St.Clements, Oxford.

Postage and Packing - 1 nnd 2 kits 4pj 3 or more lOp.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOUR TOTAL PAYMENT IS CORRECT.

! WARGAMES FIGURES by '.[GOV

Wh.it you have always wanted perfectly pr
figures in correct anatomical scale. Eas
requirements. Matching the popular 25 mn
diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal ol Franco Mounted-British Ritlci
British Guardsman

French Grenadiers ol the Guard
Otricer—Colour Bearer—Drummer—Gren
French Lino Inlantry
Ollicer—Colour Bearer—Inlantryman
French Light Infantryman

ch Artillery Man. (This is a comlun
with lour

Allied Arm
British Line Officer-Colour Bearer-British Inlanlryman
Highland Officer in Trews—Colour Bearer—Highland Inlantry.

. Kil
Prussian Officer-Colour B
Austrian Officer—Colour

Austrian Grenadier
Russian Officer—Colour Bearer—Ru
Napoleonic Cavalry

i to giv

iportioned wargames
ly converted to your
scale. Make a superb

I Inlantr,
Bearer—Austrian Inlanlrynian—

n Inlanlryman

oulded with three arms.(Riders
Ho

French H

Lancer
French Dragoon—French Cuirassier—Prussian Lancer-

Russian Cuirassier
Standard Bearers arc available lor all cavalry listed.
Foot Figures 7)p each. Colour 8earers Foot ISp each
Cavalry Figures Mp each. Cavalry Standard Bearers »

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LIST

Sole Agents lor U.K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES

S College Square North, Bellas! BT1-6AS

I ..'I i mbination ft

rate).
Shako—French Hussar m Colback—French
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READERS' FORUM YOU WRITE

TO US

"I saw in the January 1971 issue mention of science fiction wargames. I would
be interested to see an article on the subject as I have developed some rules for an
inter-planetary war arid I am at present f i ;hting with them."

Peter Lindsay of Taunton.

*****

"Incidentallj, I was sorry to see in Chris Beaumont's letter that there is no
Society at Exeter (UniversityV). We started one at Warwick last Autumn, (2,500
students) and have almost 30 Members with a grant of nearly £50 from the University."

John Turnbull, Knaresborough, Yorkshire.

*****

"Having been nominated by my father and brother to provide e letter to accompany
our re-subscription, I must begin by saying that Wargamer's Newsletter has been, for
these past sixty or seventy issues, our favourite hobby magazine, always containing
something - or mor accurately, several things - to excite our imaginations.

There have been, of course, times when we have disliked some of the articles
you have printed. One of these, "The North American Campaign", has aroused in us a
great amount of wonder. We wonder, for example, at the scorn the commanders seem
to feel for infantry, although, if they insist on fighting in towns, infantry could
be of great value (0 spare us from still a Third Battle of Trenton!). I must admit,
however, that we do enjoy discussing the stronge technological developments that
must have occurred to allow the defeated Russians to have such an excess of JS-IIIs
as to send some to America, while the victorious Germans have been unable to make
enything better than the clumsy Pz.Kpfw VIb. This is just the starting point for
further, more intriguing technological speculations.

Another article that we disliked was Gory Gygax's "The Battle of Brown Hills".
Here our objections centre on the dullness and lack of imagination displayed - and
in a fantastical wargame too! Certainly something, anything, better than "Brown
Hills" could have been thought of and used.

(This is probably the appropriate time to comment on the letter of Mr. F.E.
Beer in the March issue, so I will. I can well understand that some people like
to limit their war.Tarnin;: to historically easily recognisable periods, such as
Napoleonics or World War II, but this ia, naturally enough, no reason to look down
upon or exclude those who find their inspiration in Tolkien, not Fortescue, or
Eddison, not Oman. Furthermore, mediaeval warfare was impregnated with what we
modern sophisticates would term "fantasy". St. George was seen to have led a
squadron of knights in more than one battle during the Crusades; and then there
was that dragon killing incident. I feel that anyone playing mediaeval games and
not using at least one ogre or Saint may well have missed a vital ingredient of
historical accuracy. Mr. Gygax has merely gone much further in developing an
entire fantastical system).

So much for things disliked - there were one or two others, but not really
worth mentioning. Now for things enjoyed, and what better place to start than the
cover. These can be sources of endless delight, especially those pictures which
bear no title. We attemnt, sometimes fruitlessly, to guess what action is repres
ented. On those that mystify us the most, it is always frustrating to know that
we will never know the correct answer! Alackaday! (I found it interesting that
you had the "Death of Sir Edward Pakenham" cover before Mr.D.B.Clark's "Anglo
phobia" article appeared. This leads me to Mr. Randal Gray's comments m the
February issue. Although he may well be right in hia appreciation, he seems to
have overlooked the fact that Hew Orleans was fought about two weeks after the
Treaty of Peace hod been signed).

Some of the more outstanding articles of recent memory have been Chris
Beaumont's "The Janissaries", Ted Herbert's "Russian Advances towards the North-
We3t Frontier of British India", Bob Cory's "In Defence of Rules and Rulesmen!" -
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which I casually disagree with in part, and, of course, D.B.Clark's "Anglophilia".
I would like to moke a few comments on each of these, but this letter is probably
long enough, so I'll ju3t say, "Keep up the good work," and be off."

Stefan Kwiatkowski of Chicago, U.S.A.

*****

"I should like to take this opportunity of saying a few words about my exper
ience of the Wargames Research Ancient Rules, with reference to your comments on
them in the "Newsletter" editorial of March 1972. Whilst, on the whole, I have
found these rules to be fairly slow-moving, there is still scope for those incidents
which lend colour and excitement to a battle. To give an example of this: in a
battle I fought recently my small Roman force was hard-pres3ed by a vastly superior
force of Assyrians, whose chariots had just crushed the Roman right flank. Just
when it seemed the Romans must be annihilated the chariots went berserk, refused to
contact and eventually destroyed themselves in a river. Also the Persian cavalry
refused to pour through the gaping hole in the Roman flank. This allowed the sur
viving Romans to re-group and retire, ready to fight another day, much to my oppon
ents chagrin.

Incidents such os this, although not so decisive in effect, have occurred in
most battles I have fought using the Research Group's Rules and certainly lend much
colour to the actions.

I hope you do not interpret this letter as being in favour of a standardised set
of rulesj which I believe would be much to the detriment of wargaming as an individ
ualist hobby. Rather it is an attempt to show that a particular set of rules can
give exciting battles, and still incorporate a strong element of realism."

Frederick Lockwood of Shepley, Yorkshire.

*****

"Looking over past issues, I think I must admit that the quality has remained
constant, and even improved. I welcome your efforts to squelch pettiness, inflated
self-importance and self-righteousness among certain wargamers and hope you continue
to avoid same yourself. It seems many of these players equate size of rule books
with "authenticity" and oven in the most voluminous, only a marginal approximation
to the confusion, stupidity, fatigue and smoke of a typical battle is .jained. Further
more, some of us don't even want to approximate what con be seen in the Russian film
"War and Peace" or in countless accounts of real battles.

I can think of two specific improvements for the Newsletter. One might be to
have a photograph on the "Must Page" that illustrates one or more of the items dis
cussed, especially in the case of miniatures."

Don Beattie of N.Carolina, U.S.A.

*****

"As a new subscriber to V/argamer's Newsletter 1 must say how much I enjoyed
reading your magazine although I had hoped it would include information on wargame
groups in my area but the only address in my vicinity was an advertiser of './.Acton
who was sellin,- his army (just my luck!). As a relative newcomer to the hobby
(about 1 year) I can commiserate with May readers forum contributor of Djakarta who
has only hod one opponent this year, because I have never had one at all. This I
may add is partly my own fault because I had the opportunity to join a group in S.
Ealing but at 31 I vras 14 or 15 years older than the eldest (and I hate to think how
much older than the youngest). Mind you they were an excellent bunch of lands who
hod devised their own quite complicated rules and took their wargaming very serious
ly. The reason I did not join them was that they indulgod in only U.S. Civil War and
Ancient periods neither of which I can work up much enthusiasm for. My armies are
lOO'/s Napoleonic although I feel future armie3 •..•ill be Seven Years War and Crimean but
I must make my Prussian .'rmy first.

My reason for writing is that my left side is getting fed up with waging cam
paigns against my right because try as I may, I find it impossible to be absolutely
impartial, so to try to counteract my natural bias, I start with one army somewhat
larger than the other but strangely enough, my "favourites" nearly always win, so if
there exists in Greenford, Perivale or surroundin-j areas an (at least portly) Napo
leonic wargame group, or failing this if there are war .amors in these areas who would
wish to talk about forming a group I would be more than happy to hear from them."

Keith W.Adams, 55 Leaver Gardens, V/estern Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

by

Gary G-ygax (of U.S.A.)

As you know, our group (Lake Geneva Tactical
studies Association) has been growing, so that it now
has some dozen members. Seldom does a Saturday go by
that we are not engaged in some form of wargaming -
usually .vorld .Var II or Liediaeval miniatures on my
sand table. The discussion of scales, rules, etc., in rocmt issues of ..argamcr's
newsletter has spurred me on to tell you about our ..orld ,.'ar II games and submit a
battle report - even though the game is still in its early stages, for it fits in
with your latest book ("Wargame Campaigns") interestingly. Perhaps your readers will
be interested in studying the game when it is complete.

LGT3A plays on a scale of one to one, both in men and vehicles, although this
means that we have to compress ground scale ten times smaller than equipment scale,
we have found the ensuing play to be much more interesting tactically, and that re
sults in more enjoyment for the players! ..'e never have a battle without firt appoint
ing a "judge". This person may have a small command on the side defending, but he is
usually a non-combatant (trusting us to speed play sufficiently to allow him to get
in on a second game later in the day).

The judge designs the terrain, draws up the orders of battle and assigns objec
tives to both sides, lie alone has complete information on both sides, and he may
purposely feed one or both of them false or misleading data. The defending side
marks the location of its equipment on a map of the table, being careful to tell the
judge exact locations, fields of fire, pre-zeroed aiming points, and the like in
cases of doubt. Otherwise, he will disallow their claims or place equipment as he
considers it to be from the markings on the map. The attackers then indicate their
order of appearance, ami start to bring their force in. furn sequence is: Attacker
moves infantry; Defender moves infantry and vehicles; Attacker moves vehicles; ob
servation; turret rotation; fire, -'he order is reversed on even turns, so that re
action alternates. The defender always gives the judge instructions as to which of
his hidden or undiscovered weapons will fire in secret, for the Attacker announces
his observation and fire, and this prevents the former from only firing guns that
will not be seen. Now to the details of observation.

on a number of variables. If the

isibility is Vil.lY limited. A statio:
sight, and so on. Also, the size,

ofore unspotted enemy is considered,
al direction of a weapon that fires,
is at extreme range. One man can
tance at which he looks being up to

a weapon will fire several times be-
gj In fact, infantry with A/T
able to sneak in and blast a tank

lias sufficient infantry protection -
of his men.

Whether or not sighting takes place depends
observer is in a moving vehicle "buttoned up", v
ary observer with binoculars has a long range of
activity, and concealment of the hidden or heret
However, if any observer is looking in the gener
he will probably see the muzzle flash unless i
observe a four inch section of the table, the di
the player. It often happens in our games that
fore being located, very much like the real thin
weapons like the rocket launcher will usually be
without ever being detected unless his opponent
that subsumes proper deployment and utilisation

An alert Attacker will specify "Covering fire" from those of his AFV's and guns
that have no sighted target. To do this he observes an area with men in the vehicle
or with the gun, states what kind of rounds he will use, and awaits Defender's fire.
If he spots something firing in the area he has "Covered" he can then shoot back -
otherwise, he cannot react until the next turn, which moans too late!

Actually, I can only touch on the rules, for they are detailed and somewhat com
plex, although they are very playable and, in my opinion, provide the ultimate in
World War II miniature warfare. Michael Reese, Leon Tucker and I hope to have the
entire treatment ready for publication in four or five separate booklets, each de
tailing a different aspect of play, soon. It is probable that Lowryo Hobbies, P.O.
Box 1123, Evansville, Indiana, '*7713, U.S.A., will print and sell them. Ferhap6 you
would wish to contact him regarding distribution in the U.K. A map of the campaign
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we are fighting is enclosed. Details of the composition of the German forces, their
movement, etc., are on its reverse side. I will send more information as the game
progresses.

RUSSIANS:

SUMMER 1941

Strength and situation unknown except as detailed below by intelligence
and air reconnaissance. (Commander: Rob Kuntz).

GERMAN: Your units are the point of a Panzer division. You have been rolling to
ward the Nyorska River for the past two days on a general breakthrough. The only
opposition has been some ineffective high altitude bombing by the Soviet air force.
However, spotter aircraft report the river to be held in strength, with movement
sighted at both liinsk station and Tzvaska. A Russian armoured force CP has been
located at Poshka according to aircraft reports and wireless monitoring.

Objective: You are to obtain and hold a bridgehead on the east side of the
;.yorska River. Thereafter, your armour is to continue to exploit the situation, and
advance with a minimum of one Pz. Gren. Pit. (and whatever support you determine to
be adequate to maintain them) towards the east (off board). Your units are present
ly arriving on the road which enters Board F from the south. You are to indicate
this order. Note: If you judge it feasible, an attempt to capture one of the bridg
es over the river should be made, as it would prove vital to the division as the ad
vance continued. However, an assault crossing, with pontoon bridge may be made if
necessary.

OB (as arranged by German Commandor, Gary Gygax):

3attle Group I.Q.1 :

lift- 251 w/ inf. sqd.
3 Pz III (short 50mm gun)
otuG III ( " " " )
lift. 251 w/ inf. sqd.
U T. lift, towing 37i"ii A/T gun
2 8 T. hfts. towing 88's (>'lak 18)
d 2-jl T. Trks., ea. with olmm mtr.
i T. hft. towing 37mm A/T gun

riattle Group No.2:

5 StuG III (short-)
2 3 T. Trks., ea. w/ inf. sod.
4 Pz IV Fl

.ift. (8 T.) towing 37mm A/T gun
2 3 T. hfts. towing 88's (Flak 18)

.'•attle Group No.3-

!otor cyclist
?z III (short-)
JtuG III (short-)
3 Pz III (short-)
2 lift. 251 w/ inf. sqd. ea.
3 8 T. hfts. towing 37mm A/T guns
2 rift. 251 w/ inf.sad. ea. / 50mm mtr.
v.:

i.otor cyclist

Assault Group:

StuG III (short-)
2 8 r. hfts., 20mm flak gunned
2 Hft. 251 w/ inf. sqd. ea.
2 8 T. hfts. towing 50mm A/T guns
2 18 T. hfts. w/ 4 asslt. rafts and 8

engineers
3 6 T. trks. w/ pontoon bridge and 6

engineers.
2 5 T. trks. w/ 4 asslt. boats and 2

engineers.
3 T. trk. with sqd. inf.

H.Q:

VW w/ 4 eng.
2 motor cyclists
Command Car

Pz III (dummy gun) radio tank
3 T. Trk. w/ inf. sqd.
2 3/4 T. Trks. towing 20mm A/T guns
4 8 T. hfts. towing 100mm guns

oupply and Maintainance:

8 T. recovery hft.
2 12 T. hfts.

6 2-J T. supply trks.
2 3/4 T. trks and 6 maint. personnel
3 T. repair trk. and spare tank crew.

Ammunition is limited. Mortars have 50 rounds each, and the field guns have
only about 20 rounds each. A/T guns have sufficient ammunition however.

Air support has been promised. Germans hold total air superiority.

Weather - fair and clear, but a front may close at any time.

Ground - dusty, firm but rough west of the river, firm and smooth to the east.
Tracks are equal to dirt roads unless rain falls.

Movement on the map will equal four moves on the table. A vehicle travelling
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25 mph on a road will cover 2/5tiis the length of a map division (equal to a single
6' x 10' playing area), as soon as contact is made between the opposing forces, play
will go to the table-top, and units not in contact will be moved on the map every
fourth turn, so reinforcements can be brought upi .rhen contact is broken, play will
return to strategic map movement.

GERMAN OPERATIONS;

Strategic Move I and II:

BG No.1 - Moved due N towards Goransk.
BG No.2 - " HE, flanking roar on both sides, and fanned out due N to take

the hill in the N centre of area F.
BG No.3 - " directly along the road to Tzvakya and extended beyond the fork

to Goransk.

A. Gr. - " up behind BG No.2, and then swung N towards ii.\;. embankment be
tween Goransk and the wooded hill to the E.

H.Q. - " cross country behind BG Ko.1 towards Goransk.
S & M - Dispersed along both sides of the road at point of entry and awaited

further orders.

Observation Results - Ground: No enemy spotted, but peasants questioned report Red
Army soldiers in the local until recently.

Air: No friendly craft overhear, but reportedly some on way.

Strategic Move III:

BG N'o.1 - After securing ^:oransk, the- -roup moved onto the hill KlfE of the
village and set up defensive positions sited M-NE (map S).

BG No.2 - Dug in defensive positions on wooded hill ..ii i of Goransk and in woods
E of the hill (map F).

5G No.3 - Continued to adv .nee until just short of vehicle bridge at Tzvakya,
with AFV's spreac out in line, anu infantry assaulting buildin.-s W of
the bridge and deploying along the river to the S..iZ (map F).

A. Gr. - Moved to track running IS from Goransk and followed it, with the lead
vehicles an<i infantry deployed in the woods bordering the track and
preparations to cross the Nyorska being made (map E).

H..... - wow set up and functioning in Goransk, \/C guns readied and manned,
artillery in copse to i.'i..; of the villare and readying for fire, all
vehicles under cover (maps E and .•').

S & M - Moved to join :!.'..;., arriving at end of turn (map :•').

.bscrvatior. "-:vsultr - .:••-•;:;.:: 3G No.3 reports enemy infantry seen moving in Tzvakya.
Air: 3 JU 37's (armed with 1 1,100 lb bomb ea.) report:

A) Mtr. ft arty, position on wooded hill 3N3 of i-ITS Itiu
B) In Tzvakya - „/T gun N of R.R., gun covering

bridge, inf. in dug-in positions.
C) In Poshka - hv. arty and tanks (KV II?)
D) Binsk station - appears deserted.
E) Tank tracks have been identified JSi of Poshka nd

disappear towards .-I (subsequent clip - intelli
gence! - by Soviet Commander makes it seem highly
probable that there are KV 1's or T 31* b's in the
dense forests on the S bank of the Nyorska (map i).

Aircraft wer ordered to attack the enemy sighted in Poshka, but the Stukas h&ve
not as yet been able to observe the results of their bombing.

Another flight of 3 JU 87's is now coming overhead.

German units are receiving artillery fire (could be a fatal mistake with Stukas
•ibove!)

Play will continue on the table-top as soon as the judge (Kike Reese) is avail
able.

ooOoo

Wellington's sole recipe for good discipline was flogging and deuth; later in
life he was to tell a Royal Commission that "he had no idea of any great effect being
produced on British soldiers by anything but the fear of immediate corporal punish
ment."

That all his rank and file were "the scum of the earth."
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HINCHLIFFE MODELS

Station St., Meltham,

Huddersfield HD7 3NX

England

Telephone 04X4-850654

HINCHLIFFE MODELS - LATEST RELEASES AVAILABLE NOW!

BN 61

BN 62

BN 63
BN 64
311 65
BN 66

BN 67
BN 68

British Napoleonic

RHA Gunner with rammer.

RHA Gunner with Linstock and portfire.
RHA Gunner carrying a bucket.
RHA Gunner using handspike.
RHA Officer.

RHA Rocket troop. Gunner firing rocket.
RHA Rocket Troop. Gunner carrying rocket head.
RHA Rocket troop. Gunner carrying rocket sticks.

French Napoleonic

FN 14
FN 21

FN 56
FN 57
FN 58
FN 59
FN 60

FNC20

FNC21

FNC22

Line Voltigeur charging.
Old Guard; full dress, attacking.
Horse Artillery of the Guard. Gunner with rammer.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Guard Lancer - charging.
Guard Lancer - Officer.

Guard Lancer - Trumpeter.

Russian Napoleonic

RNC 1

RNC 2

Cossack.

Cossack Officer.

Gunner helping to ran --un.
Gunner carrying shot.
Gunner with portfire.
Officer.

Personality Figures

PF 4 Wellington.
PF 5 Earl of Uxbridge.
PF 6 Lord Hill.

25mm Equipment Range

25/M British Napoleonic Ammunition Wagon.
25/H British Napoleonic Rocket Wagon.

20mm

G 10 German Infantryman carrying ammunition boxes.
G 11 German Artilleryman with binoculars.

Designers and Manufacturers of Fine Class
Military S3 Naval Models, Equipment,

Dioramas,and Figures.
HINCHLIFFE
MODELS



For both professional and recreational gamers -
A veritable bible of gaming...

f-'ja VENTURE SIMULATION
•Inii |N WAR, BUSINESS AND POLITICS

By Alfred H. Hausrath, Formerly Chief, Military Gaming
Department, Research Analysis Corporation 375 pp.

"I can't imagine anyone wanting, or needing, to write
another book on gaming after this,"wrotea reviewer of
VENTURE SIMULATION ... and small wonder, since
it is the definitive book on war games in particular and
business and political names as recent off-shoots from
them. It not only tells the history of gaming, but also
documents a wide variety of actual U.S. and foreign
games developed from World War I on to Vietnam and

hepresent About the Author:
Alfred H. Hausrath. now an
independent consultant, was
formerly Chief of the Military
Gaming Division of Research
Analysis Corporation,one of
the largest, most sophisticat
ed senior-level war gaming
programs in the U.S. He has
served as advisor, consultant
or stall member to t he-Presi
dent's Advisory Commission
on Education-U.S. Armed
Forces Institute - Research
and Development Hoard, Na
tional Military Establish
ment - Military Assistance
Program. Department of
State - Vietnam Advisory
Group in Saigon-President's
Scientific Advisory Hoard.

£8.40

Contents Highlights: Bkth „,- the
True War Game - KRIEGSSPIEL - Russian,
German, Japanese, British, U.S.and AlliedWar
Gaming - The "Battle of the Bulge" - Map
Maneuvers, W.W. II - Arab-Israeli Wars -
OR: Mine Warfare against Japan - Doctrines
for Tactical and Strategic Use of Nuclear Weap
ons - Vietnam and Air-mobile Division - The
Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor - TIN SOL
DIER - The MAXIMUM COMPLEXITY
COMPUTER BA'ITLE - Early Gaming at
CORG, CONARC - AORE and RARDE
Games - Costs of Wars, Maneuvers, and Games
- Micro-, Macro-, and Mathematical Models -
Deterministic and Probabilistic Models- Game
Rules and Game Consistency -Terrain Features
and Military Operations - The Grid System -
Rigid, Free,Openand Closed, Hand-played and
Computer-assisted Games - INDIGO- TAC-
SPIEL- CARMONETTE III -MINIGAME
- SYNTAC - MARINE CORPS LANDING
FORCE WAR GAME - Quick, Super-Quick,
andComputerizedQuick-Gaming—SCHNELL-
SPIEL: - 7th Army Planning Game - 8th
Armv Operational Gamein Korea - The SIG-
MALOG Model - TBM-68 Family Manual
War Games - Business Games and Manage
ment Simulations - U.C.L.A. Executive Deci
sion,CarnegieTech Management,and INTOP
Games - Strategic and Political Games -

Contents cont. FAME, MIT
POLEX and POMEX -
TEMPER Simulation-New
Technology - New Gaming
Fields - Peace Gaming.

• A glossary of gaming terms
• A business gaming bibliog

raphy
• A military gaming bibliog

raphy

YOU WILL FIND AN ORDER FORM ENCLOSED WITHIN THIS MAGAZINE.
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Book Reviews

I'.THS LIGHTKING CAMPAIGN: THE INDO-PAKISTAN WAH 1971" by Major-General D.K.Palit.
(The Corapton Press Ltd. - £2.50).

I opened this book with mixed feelings as to its content, bias and presentation.
I finished up with a strong sense of satisfaction. It is an excellent overall
analysis of the short war set against the tragic events which afflicted East Pakistan
during 1971. The author - a retired Indian general - has covered the political back
ground of the war very well indeed, in addition to reporting the actions on both the
Western and Eastern fronts. The size of the book and the security restrictions
placed upon hira prevent an elaboration of tactics and indentification of units by
name. Suffice it to say that where one is mentioned - Hodson's Horse - its action
was in line with its old traditions.

Although the whole course of events is covered, major emphasis must be given to
the liberation of Bangle Desh itself. Here imaginative strategy, cool assessment of
risk, rapid and sound planning, led to effective tactics based upon control and
inter-Service co-operation, co-ordination with partisans is again shown to be a moot
valuable adjunct of war.

The book naturally presents the Indian viewpoint most strongly, but the Paki
stani side is given also. The quotations from neutral sources are relevant and
significant, while the refugee problem speaks for itself.

The parallel with the 1940 blitzkrieg across France is apt in that the war was
won before the battles. The terrain in Bangle Desh was worse, however, owing to the
rivers, creeks and swamps which restricted movement everywhere.

This book is worth reading, but it is tantalising not to get more tactical de
tail. For this we must await the official histories. The campiign is important in
view of its shortness - 12 days, the population liberated - 75 million, the number
of prisoners taken - 95,000. The sources, types and quantities of weapons used are
given as appendices which are of interest in themselves.

Ken Brookes.

"LUSCI'S SHIP MODEL BUILDER'S HANDBOOK" (Distributed by Neptune Models Ltd., 59
Borou.'-hgate, Otley, Yorks. U.K.Price and postage £2.15).

Although basically aimed at the ship modeller the English translation of Vin-
cenzo Lusci's Handbook would form a useful source of additional information for any
one interested in Naval warfare. It contains a wealth of detailed plans and sketches
of sailing vessels from the Ancient period up to the time of the clipper, with a
section on the evolution of ships through the ages. For the novice the handbook
gives simple explanations of lines and rigging combined with that extra little detail
that the expert cannot find elsewhere, although he may disagree on one or two minor
points where continental practices hove crept into British ships, but I expect that
there are occasions where one has done the some in reverse. As both ship modeller
and wargaraer this is a book that I would definitely recommend.

Keith H.Hamilton-Smith, M.R.I.N.A.,C.Eng.

"THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND" by Geoffrey Bennett was first published in 1964 by 3.T.
Batoford and now David and Charleo have published a second impression for £5.25- It
is to their usual high standard.

To a generation which looks upon radar and radio-communication sb normal in
naval vessels, this book will be a revelation showing as it does how men were able
to bring large fleets into contact so that a battle could be fought without radar.
Without effective air reconnai3oance and with only a rudimentary wireless system. To
control a fleet of 28 battleships and 9 battle cruisers with the ancillary ships was
a measure of the ability of Admiral Sir John Jellicoe. Vice-Adrairal Reinhard Scheer,
his opponent, controlled a fleet containing 22 battleships and 5 battle cruisers.
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The author has drawn on British and German sources to unravel the movements and

the reasons behind them. The map and diagrams enable the reader to follow the vari
ous phases of the action. Most readers will have heard of ships with the names of
Borham, Warspite and Malaya - they appear in this book. The defects in the ships and
the mistakes in tactics are brought out, but considering the revolution that had taken
place in the building of warships only a short time before the war it is surprising
that the defects and mistakes were so few.

A fine book.

MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY a

AiHrix yi-u:;.: cu:y^?.jmtis

ti'.j 30^;: war

by

Hike Lockycr

:i-, Imperial Volunteers (;/K. (Sources - Honey-
E:_rnes; .

_.irce of .-'inures - ./orld .iar I Yanks.

Cartridge belt is smoothed away and packs cut

i'he hat has its left ::i;:c turned up with a hot knife and a dent nude in the top
by the same means.

A haversack is made from plasticine covered with clear nail varnish.

The C.I.V. wore bandolier equipment so I have depicted nine wearing haversack,
a waistbolt, bayonet and bandolier.

uniform khaki, brown belts, light khaki haversack.

City Imperial Volunteer officer - ..'orld ,/:ir I Yank officer ii; source.

Hat altered ts o/;:. oword added to left hip Dade from n sliver of plastic, new
pistol holster added to right hip after first removing original.

Painting as for 0/R except boots :.nd legging.-, brown and brown oam Browne equip
ment.

Dismounted Yeomanry. (Sources - Honey-Barnes)

.Source of figures - World War I Yank.

Turn up left brim of hat with a hot knife and
dent crown at sane time, smooth away all traces
of cartridge belt.

Make a haversack, worn near armpit, from
plasticine, cartridge bandolier represented with
paint - I have painted mine with no waist belt a
la light cavalry.

puttees and slouch hat khaki; breach
es grey, haversack light earth brown, bandolier
brown, cartridge pouches by outlining with black
paint.

Officers - From World War I Yank with sword added
to left hip and re-positioned pistol holster. Uniform as u/i< except leather legg
ings and brown Sam Browne equipment.
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MUST LIST

To my mind, one of the greatest justifications for the continued existence
of this magazine lies in this page - because so varied are the subscribers and
swidely spread throughout the world are they, that every single, minute piece
of information concerning the latest and most novel items of wargaming material
is of value to them. Hence, it is the continued policy of the magazine to
pock this page(s) with oil possible details of these new itemB - and now and
then it will not only be actual items mentioned but also snippets of information
considered of interest and value.

One such item includes the announcement that BBC TV are programming two
major historical documentary projects, the first to be ready by Autumn 1972.
It will consist of thirteen 50 minute films that have taken three years to
produce, entitled THE HISTORY OF EUROPE SINCE 1900, with Peter Ustinov 83 the
narrator. The second is THE COMMANDERS and consists of an irregular aeries
devoted to the leading military and naval figures of World War Two. The first
scheduled are Eisenhower; Rommel; Air Marshall (Bomber) Harris and Bill Slim.
Having changed my wargames evening to | ermit viewing of that great non-event
THE BRITISH EMPIRE, I am now wondering whether or not these will make it necc-
essary to change it yet again]

Airfix figures recently went up to 17p per box, now they have risen again
to 19p - which still mBkes them the cheapest on the market - even with all those
wounded and lying-down figures J

It is reported that there is going to be a new range of cord models on the
market, French-made and including some most unusual items. For example, there
is a Greek Tireme in 50mm scale complete with crew of 'flat' (presumably card)
sailors and hoplites. This is in black-and-white as is the Roman Encampment,
complete with flats of soldiers, war-engines etc in 1:400 scale, while another
Roman attraction, this time in 1:72 scale, is a Villa, printed in full colour
and hinged at one end so that its extensive interior detail can be viewed. In
addition to several castles and chateaux, there is a large 'classic' medieval
c0stle, the Chateau de Coucy. Don't aek me who makes this lot or from whence
they can be obtained - it will be revealed in these pages ju3t as soon as I
find out myself]

Many stationers and newsagents are displaying a very attractive cardboard
model kit of the Tower of London, made by Fabbri Brothers from a set of pre-
coloured and die-cut sheets, on sale for well under £1. Still on these card
kits, Seogul Models of PO Box 62 London S.E.195ED, hove sent me two very fine
'diorams' - one is of the Alamo and the other is Mystic Seaport, Connecticut.
The latter is said by the suppliers to be '...one of the best of the Monte
Models (their American makers) range, especially if one is prepared to use a
built-up beoch and terrain rather than the supplied printed base. The Alamo
is so alive with legend and tradition that it screams out to be made and then
U3ed as the focal point for a unique war involving hosts of converted Airfix
cowboys and whatever else you fancy. The Sea.gull catalogue is most interesting
and it will take a strong willed man to look at it and then not buy] I have
got the Western township, consisting of 00/HO scale houses (more than 20 of
them) that include a saloon, jail, corral etc etc. Very picturesque and novel
besides being ready-made for use with the Curtis (Bristol) Western Gunfight
rules.

Do you watch STAR TREK on TV? Have you thrilled to the calm logic of
Mr.Spock amd wished that you could view your wargames with the same imperturb
ability? Do you deplore the crazy manner in which parties beamed down to
unknown and possibly dangerous terrain invariably (for the purposes of the
series) include not only the commanding officer, but also his 2 i/c, his
Medical Officer and his Chief Engineer? Now is the time for you to do something
about it - because Lou Zocchi (who designed that great game BATTLE OF BRITAIN)
has turned out a STAR TREK BATTLE MANUAL complete with instructions for making
your own model spaceships etc. This is something quite original and there are
surely wargamers with keen minds who can use their ingenuity to cope with such
a vastly new and timeless sphere of wargaming. Send £1.25 to Lou Zocchi at
588 Montana, Victorville, Cal.,92592, U.S.A for your copy.
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What is there about this time of the year (early June) that makes model
soldier-manufacturers go on holiday? I know for a fact that Peter Gilder and
Frank Hinchcliffe are away (the former in Spain the latter getting away from it
all in the Isles of Skye) Neville Dickinson of Mini-Figs is chasing around
Scotland and NorthernEngland, no doubt belabouring all his many agents for not
showing the same enthusiasm as he himself possesses. Talking of Mini-Figs, I
suggest that wargamers in the North of England rightly spurn an organisation
selling what they illegally call Mini-=Figs -Seconds' - if you don't support
the authorised dealers and report forgeries then thd ealers will go out of
business and then where will we all be? Back to these holidaying manufacturers,
because of their jaunts I have no news of any new ranges from them hut they win
no doubt return brim ful of ideas for outdoing each other with ranges of figures
in scales completely new to us all]

I am told, although I have never seen them, that there is a range of new
50mm wargames figures, including Napoleonic, American Revolution and Japanese
Samurai, from Stan Johonsen 4249, E.177th Street, Bronx, New York 10465 USA.

Sorry about that last line - I told you my typist was awayj Then there
are two (at least]) new board games - DUNKERQUE 1940 from Simulations Design
Corporation of Box 19096, San Diego, Ca., 92119, USA 8t *6,98. Jack Mansfield,,
in his chatty little bi-weekly SIGNAL, says '...suchnice things as no dice and
no combat-factors, both being replaced by the idea that the type of unit on the
type of terrain dictates the situation. There ore two boards, ona representing
the tactical area on the ground while the other covers the air and sell M**1*"
The other game is called PEARL HARBOUR (to be followed by ACHTUNG SPITFIRE) from
1527-96th Ave SW, Calgary 15, Alberta, Canada.

Bob O'Brien of the Wargames Research Group tells me that they have produced
a sheet of amendments for the 1750/1850 rules which is free to anyone who sends
a stamped/addressed envelope for them. New copies of the rules will include
these amendments.

You will notice in these pages an interesting advert for a new range of
00/HO plastic Napoleonic figures (mentioned as a Stop-Press item last raontnj.
When Alex Collett, the maker of these figures, brought a batch of them down to
a recent meeting of the Wessex Military^ocioty, he was overwhelmed and sold
out in a few minutesl Each package contains 48 figures, all in a good basic
position and without any wounded, lying-down, men carrying barrels orsny of
those argravating figures we have come to know and hate. More than that, the
nack contains 12 each British, French, Prussian and Russian Line infantry,
plus coloured details of their uniforms, flagB etc] At 29p per set, this is
a good buy and they can only be obtained from the Oxford Model Centre, 94,
St.Clements, Oxford. These figures fit in ideally with present ranges of
plastic figures (and indeed metal ones) and they are made of a plastic that
cuts easily and ...can be glued 11

Talking of figure-m8kers, ROSE MINIATURES just changed their address to
15, Llanover Road, Plumstead, London SE185ST. Too few wargamers are familiar
with the small but exciting range of 00/HO scale figures turned out by this
firm, whose cavalry are still about the best looking of all the Napoleonic
horsemen altho gh they take a bit of putting together]

Now for some publications that have recently appeared. PANZSRFAUST
PUBLICATIONS of Po'Box 1125, Evnnsville, Indiana 47715, USA., have published

little booklet AN INTRODUCTION TO WARGAMING which gives much useful inform
ation to the beginner (particularly if he is American) It lists books and
magazines, explains the essential differences between miniature and board
wargaming and could attract newcomers to the hobby because it is not too
complicated or frightening. It seems to be given away to new subscribers to
the magazine PANZSRFAUST. There are a couple of new booklets put out by
3ellona - No.51 of Military Vehicle Prints giving details and plans etc of
the Valentine 25pdr 'Bishop' the No.27 Artillery Trailer and the Christie
Tank 1919. The other is GIR..AN SEMI-TRACKED VEHICLES 1959/45 and is packed
with valuable pictures and details of those immensely effective German Half-
Tracked vehicles that were used in WW2. Very useful to the modernist wargamer.
Squadron Signal Publications (5515 Ten Mile Rd, Warren, Michigan 4809 USA) have
put out another pair of beautifully illustrated booklets, LUFTWAFFE IN ACTION
and SCHUTZENPANZERWAGEN IN ACTION (Armor No.2)., large in size at ll"x8", they
are filled with fine pictures and drawings plus explanatory text and will be
of value and interest to wqrgamers specialising in WW2.

To help the wargomer paint the lesser known uniforms of the Napoleonic
Wars, Miniature Figurines are putting out a Beries of leaflets containing
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details of uniforms etc. The first will deal with Bavaria and costs .bout 20p.
The German firm of Nathan.R.Preston &Co., PO Box 2388, 86 Beaberg, West

Germany, provides a good service of model ships for the naval wargamer, includ
ing models by Hansa; Trident; Navis;Neptun:Mercator;Stor and Viking. The latter
area relatively low-priced line modelled in thermoplastic material and finished
like metal so as to have the weight and feel of metal.

Never a week passes without some optimistic person writing in and asking
for details of the products, names and addresses of ALL the model soldier firms
in Britain (or USA as the case may be). Or else they want a list of oil the
magazines and/or- books written on the hobby of wargaming and model soldier
r?S lg;,„lb°th °f th0Se 1uerie8 t8kes «P nany pages of chapters in mybook HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS, it is quite impossible to give them
the answers they require. However, the book MODEL SOLDIERS COLLECTORS HANDBOOK
was specifically written to give just thot information, plus far more on the
museuams, militory parades and events, wargames clubs etc etc - and to make life
even easier, special soft-cover editions were printed for subscribers to this
magazine so that they could obtain the book at about half price - see inside
rear cover for details.

I cannot let this opportunity pass without mentioning that my last book
on military history MACDONALD OF THE 42nd has now gone into paperback and is
to be seen on the bookstalls. I hung around the stall on Waterloo Station the
other day hoping to see some discerning reader purchase his copy] Anyway, it
co3t £3 in hardback but only 50p in papercover, and the picture of the hairy
old Highlander on the cover is worth the money] If you are interested in the
British Victorian Army, the Crimean War and the Indian Mutiny, then you'll like
this book] It is published by the New English Library.

LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - June Avery good issue for the wargamer, containing well
illustrated articles on converting the Leopord AFV;uniform details for Airfix
54mm figures; a Medieval walled town from Roman forts; Swiss Guards conversion;
scrotch-building Italian WW2 armoured car Auto Blinda AB40;Afrika Korps models:
Roy Dilley on 54mra conversions;plus reviews, letters and many other features.
ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH . JOURNAL OF THE. Spring and Summer 1972 - the former
includes well illustrated articles on the Horse Guards Parade; the National
Army Museum; Foreign and Miscellaneous Regiments in the British Army 1802/17;
(a fund of original and unique units]) the second issue contains a useful art
icle on Marlborough's march to the Danube in 1704.

BATTLEFLSET (OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE NAVAL WARCAMES SOCIETY) Nos.9 and 10 - the
first contains a profile on EMS LION and sister-ships, while the sceond has
details of various naval wargames fought recently, plus features and other items.
THE COURIER No.5. This friendly little American wargaming magazine features
useful articles on the American Revolution - the attempt on Quebec; Delaying
Terrain effects; 18th Century wnrgames; Rules simple and involved; Fred Viet-
meyer on Napoleonic Infantry melees; plus reviews and letters etc.

THE GUIDON Vol2 Ho.29 - this quarterly magazine of the Miniature Figure Collec
tors of America is invariably nicely laid out and interesting. This one incl
udes articles on the Indian Army; Painting Indian figures; Indian Army ranks;
Indian Army cnvalry; a number of plates of Indian Army types plus reviews of
books, figures etc. A great issue for Indian Army enthusiasts.
MILITARY AFFAIRS - Feb 1972 - the magazine for the professional] This well
written military journal deals deeply with its varied subjects. This month
includes an interesting article on Military History Games as used at Loyola
University and gives some good ideas for 'narrative' backgrounds for wargames
campaigns. Very good book reviews.

MILITARY MODELLING - June - Well illustrated articles on Churchill tanks 'Arks';
Elastolin Figures; US Helmet markings; Napoleonic Wargame by Charles Grant;
Armoured Cars of the RAF; Uniforms and colours of the British Army - Foot Guards;
Miniature Navies; Building a Sturapanzer; Ceramics for. the military modeller;
plus reviews and other features.

MODEL BOATS - JUNE - contains article and plan of USS Baltimore 1942. Also
similier articles on HMS Southampton and HMS Newcastle.
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PAHZERFAUST - March/april - A lively Amorbon magazine that deals with both
board and miniature wargaming. This issue contains Part 1 of 'A Wargamer's
Guide to the American Civil War - infantry; numerous articles on boardgame tncti
tactics; Medieval worgaming; Poland 1959? Novice WW2 rules and book reviews.
By far the most part of this magazine caters for boardgamers.

SCALE MODELS - June and July - the first contains articles with good illustr
ations of modelling technqiues (with tanks etc); number of articles on aricraft.
Second issue includes Modelling the Soviet OSA class Missile Patrol Boat; many
photographs of the BMSS Spring Competitions; plus details of latest kits etc.
SLINGSHOT - JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF ANCIENTS - May - Full of interest for
the 'Ancient' worgomer as always, includes articles Note3 on the Roman Army;
The Fighting Men of Scotland; an unusual and interesting narrative/worgame;
The Development of the Cataphract; the Coat of Plates; Composition of 6th
Century 3yzantine Armies; and the various correspondents views and arguments
are stimulating.

SOLDIER - May - full of photographs of modern armies and equipment, book and
record reviews etc. Keeps you up to date with the modern army]

SQUADRON - Summer 1972 - this nicely produced American 'trade' magazine cont-'
-ain3 well illustrated articles on Russian armour in 1941; German Schutztruppe
SW Africa late 19th /early 20th centuries; the Panzerfaust plus much on aircraft
and plenty of items for sale.

TANKETTE - Juno/July - this is the magazine of the Miniature Armoured Fight
ing Vehicle Association and is a 'must' for the modernist wargamer. In this
issue.are many good and-.cell illustrated features on making tanks, guns etc.,
including a continuation of articles on a WW2 wargames army. The only trouble
is that the print is so small that I find difficulty in discovering whet is
actually in the crammed pages]

TRADITION - No.61 - Reviewing this glossy each month makes me run out of
superlatives] This month i3 well up to standard with beautifully illustrated
articles on Uniforms of the Portugese Army 1806/14; The Fort Henry Guard;
Battle Dress in the Kaffir War 1850/55; Tribesmen of the NW Frontier of India
(a blessing for the Colonial worgamer]); Mexico and the War of I846; Remin
iscences of Imperial Russia; Swedish Army, Artillery and Navy in Napoleonic
Period plus a wonderful coloured cover'The French Cuirassiers at Waterloo' and
six full-page coloured plates of the Cavalry Standards and soldiers of the
Italian States mid 19th century.

THE AMERICAN

SCENE

j?iiis i.onth - ..'. '.'.ireer

I h..vc extensive rules, infon.l tion, etc., Tor ?ome- rito ,'ai.ip.tign ;ame.
Basically, t'.ie situation is, the four Legions in ritta nia h ve to contend with
each of the iriton tribes while continuing ith leir conquest, the Catuvollaunian
empire, defeated at the i.edway in k6 ..J, is :;till alive ir. the person 0'.' !ar ct cur,
son of Junobelin, brother of ro.jodicmnus, :t • . rinee of the Jatuvcllanni, who has
escaped to ./alec, i'here he succeeds in raisin,;: the -ilures, ordoviees and Degeanv;li
tribes to rebel against ior.ic.

So be. ir. this campaign, a grct ae-1 ol" research iuti 10 be accomplished, of
course, joiao of the factors i:i the Gano are:

flriton-Homar. tactical rules, (usin- my Koraan Rules with variants)
.'Oman iiupply/Locistics.
;'ax collection/effects.
i'rib^l iowor Struggles.
Crop failure."./ effects on tribes.
Levies on Jolonnia -rittannia by .;ome.
Intelligence procurements.
Analysis of each tribe.
Theoretical orders of Battle for each tribe.

Sociological and Archeological studies of incient -ritain were used extensively
for the research, but man./ of the provisions were made to accomplish playability
also, ^nall maps showing tribal boundaries, existing roads, etc., for the year *t9
AD, also complete listings of Roman starting placements in this year also had to be
formulated.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

For Sale - Avalon Hill games, both war and otherwise, available at £5 each, including
surface mail C03t3. All in good condition and wide selection. For list of available
titles write to G.A.Lord., 709 Holly Crescent, Thunder Bay 'F', Ontario, Canada.

R.Kitchener of 74 Stoneyard Lane, Poplar, London, E.14 says that he i3 willing to
wargame in any period and his wargames room is available every evening or weekend.

ooOoo

Colin Bettison of Col-Bilt, 18 Grove Road, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire says
thaf'it is within his power to provide a permanent gamex table and all accoutrements
in a private wooden workshop to the rear of his house. I am capable of producing any
models scaled to required design, either prototype or bulk, cartography, scenery and li
layout terrain as per instruction. It is possibble to arrange privacy for visiting
V.I.P's. Providing the necessary finance is made available, I am prepared to estab
lish a warganes centre of magnificent proportions" Well, if there is anyone, or any
group within reasonable distonce of Colin who wish to take him up on this offer, I
suggest that they get in touch with him.ooOoo

Back Numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available at 18p (40c) each from the
Editor. The only month's available are November 1968; January, April, June, July,
August and October 1971; January, February and March 1972.

ooOoo-—

'••'ANTED Mini-figs one-piece mounted figures. Napoleonic, 7 Yeors War, Ancients. Buy or
trade. Will discuss numbers and terms. Thomas Coveney, 4511 W.126 Street, Hawthorne,
California, USA 90250.

ooOoo

Frank Tippetts (a veteran war~amer) of "Westonleigh" 47 Victoria Avenue, Hunstanton,
Norfolk, would like to hear from other war.gamers in his area, preferably 50 years old
or over.

ooOoo

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature ore packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order moy have arrived just aa a shipment had gone out!

ooOoo

F.Christie of 4a Nightingale Ro-.d, Southsea, Portsmouth, HanlT writes: "If anyone in
this area would like to join our group we would wicome them?; We hove a large room
complete with tables etc and there is a nearby 'pub]

ooOoo

AVALON HILL GAMES

United Kingdom readers may not be aware thot they can obtain Avalon Hill games
through WARGAMEIi'5 NEWSLETTER - at prices much less than in those few British shops
that stock them. The games are ordered from WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER (together with
C33h for game and postage) who send the order to U.S.A. from which it is shipped
direct to the customer. There is usually a 4-6 weeks delivery period and also a
possibility that the Customs charge you duty but this does not often happen. The
price of the games ore as follows:-

AFRIKA KORPS
BATTLE OF THC BULGE

D-DAY

GETTYS3URG

MIDWAY

STALINGRAD

WATERLOO

PLAY-BY-MAIL-KITs

SQUANDER

£3.00p plus
75p postage
and pockin,;-.

£5.40p plus 85p
postage and

packing.

£1.25p plus 50p postage and packing.
- £2.50p plus 75p postage-and packing.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS 3Y DONALD FEATHSRSTCKS - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"•//ARCADES" - The original text book of worgamin-j. £1.90. ($5.75).
"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. E1.65p. (#5.75).
"AIR WARGAMSS" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5.75).
"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a ho3t of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. ~2.40p. (#6.25).
"WARGAME CAMP iIGHS" - This book coters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
C1.90p. (JK.OQ).
"WARCAK23 THROUGH TH^ AGS". - 5000 3C to 1500 AD" - The first of a series that will
describe types of armies and soldiers, their erms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient period - from Sumeria to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
10 page bibliography. "3.00? including postage. (#8.00 U.S.A.).
"BATTLES WITH MODEL :0LrIEH3" - A new and completely different book thr>t introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). 2.90p. (jfe.OO).
"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed \;ith instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns end buildings; on soldering,
Sluing and paintinj; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix ?nd Historex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye an:- fard). £2.05;). (#5.00).
"HANDBOOK F0? MOjMI, SOLDIER CCLLJCT0R3" - Ar. e~3entiol reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for ./argamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#5.00).
"AT TH :M WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh \'?r 1645-6• "1.65p. (#5.75).
"MACUC.NALD OF THE r12nd" - The story of a "i -blander of the 31ack Watch, in En. land,
juring the Crimea and the Indinn Mutiny. £J.20p. (#8.00 U.S.A.).
"CLP " ITISli MODEL .XLSIE?.S, I89;-1918" - L. ..Richards. An illustrated reference
luide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5.75)•

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Indent Wargames (1000 3C to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

5. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony 3ath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Margames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War eemes by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Vargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Don-Id ?eatherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Feotheratone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.2?p. (#?.50) inclu-in,:; postage.
"WARGAMSS TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cosh with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterlin;; cheques reauire an additional 50 cents Bank hnndlin
charge added t^ them.



AIRFIX NEWCOMERS

Britten-Norman
B.N.2 Islander

O'K-olifwiinxtni/LVdss/ul Bntisli nnxluvctl
ht,l>t<wu.,1tever, theBritten Noniutn I-hinde/
nitkess magnificent addition to the Anfixrange
this finely detailed kitis supplied wit'
interiors—'executive or air taxr—,md two
sttsofmttkitjgs
Price 25p.

Waterloo British Cavalry VJ
1he, lastmatingHO 00 gauge sot W
ol British Hussars—the famous

•. of the period—
includes .1 mounted U
hearer, iruntiietcr. anddrummer

among tin-12 differentfigures
in the set J/iere *re I?

standfor
(*.»/ h horse . md ridf *
Price J9p '«.

The world's biggest range ofconstruction kits.
Airfix pubh

Atrfix cntalogum t,i t ,tt I t/tpages. 15/1
Airft* Matjaxinm •*'musi •'• tm Witt 15p monthly.
Airfix books- "MS Victory1 'M*yHmv*f *ntt$pttf*tf-stl *

Deslith (Print &Design) LTD.. 121. Commercial Rd.. Southampton. SOI OGH England
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